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1. INTRODUCTION
In the welknown Jacobi algorithm [~] for the diagonalization of a real symmetric matrix each of the successive orthogonal similarity transformations is designed to annihilate a symmetric pair of off-diagonal elements.
The ultimately quadratic convergence of this algorithm has been investigated by several authors [8, 9, 15, 16] .
This report deals with a similar parallel computational method for eigen-X values of a diagonalizable nonhermitean matrix A E Cn n. For the definition of an adequate concept of almost diagonality and also for the detailed description of process (1.1) we introduce some notation.
Let be D(k) and E(k) the diagonal and nondiagonal part of A(k) respect- As a consequence of assumption (1.~) we get that for a t-fold eigenvalueĩ nequality (1. Without loss of generality we assume the pivots to be generated by the caterpillar permutation P [3] , defined by it2 , i t n-2 and even,
The pivot strategy is given by (ii) Iqil.~ril~s Ta .
(iii)~Ti~m~1 t i9 TO .
PROOF. The nontrivial case concerns the submatrix with~v il -Ig2i-1,2i-1-a2i,2i1~n-2 E0, for otherwise~vi~C 2 e0 and pi -si -1, qi -ri -0.
For reasons of simplicity we omit the i ndex i. We use the formulae (1.13) and (1.14).
With simple but tedious calculations we derive from T( 1~10:1q~( Ai.j -
Now SOlÁSO -(TilÁi~jTj). Since, see (1.11)
, i~j (2.6)
we have with (2.4) and TO C 1~10
E1~~SO1 Á SO~m t P~(1t190)2 EO t(1-2t0)-1 TOEO~(1~16 TO)E0.
Finally we show that in the first step no diagonal element changes its affiliated eigenvalue. THEOREM 2.3. If EO~~,~10 then the application of the diagonal elements to the eigenvalues remaíns unchanged in the first step.
PROOF. It is easy to verify that 
The change of affiliation implies
By (2.8) and (2.9)~~2 i- Firstly we prove that a sufficient small EO quarantees such a slow growth of ek that Ek (~~10 for k-0,..., n-1. 
With ( 1.2) the elements of B(k) and C(k) can be written als follows By ( 2.2) and ( 3.2) IH(k)I2 C(lt~k)2 ( 1 t 3 tk~lt(n-k) En-1~( 4nt~) E~~n~EO .
~(i,k)'

A tardy growth of H(k)A(k)H(k) is guaranteerd by THEOREM 3.2. If EO~( lOn)-1~then
PROOF. Direct consequence of (3.12) and (3.14).
(3.15) 14
A NCIMERICAL EXANlPLE
As an illustration of the procedure experiments were carried out with a 6 x 6 complex test matrix [4, 13] given in table 1. 
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the annihilating procedure shares featurea from C9] and [13] . As in [13] the difficulties i n the understanding of the process comes from the non-unitary similarity transformations.
In our process the numerical results are surprising accurate despite the non-unitary transformations. The parallel annihilations effectuate a normreduction and so, as a welcome side-effect, the condition of the eigenvalue problem improves [5] . This may declare that the accuracy of the 
is of apparent importance. The same reasoning occurs in our analysis concerning the diagonal elements associated with multiple roots. The last example illustrates that the annihilating method converges also for matrices far from diagonal dominancy. Evidently the process convergence for Hermitean and more general for normal matrices, since it generalizes the classical Jacobi methods for these matrices. In case the departure of normality of the original matrix is rather large a few parallel normreductions suffice to reach the region of convergence for the annihilating method.
The parallel annihilators can be implemented on a hypercube [1] or on a (systolic) array processor [2, 3] .
